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We’ve long been taught about professional courtesy and etiquette 

in the workplace. Stand when being introduced or when someone 

is exiting the room. Always give a firm handshake. Send thank-you 

notes after meetings. 

In a world of primarily virtual interaction, from emails to conference 

calls to virtual meetings, our etiquette tips haven’t evolved beyond 

the age of the Rolodex®. What good is knowing how to give a firm 

handshake if you never meet someone in person?

PGi has been empowering companies with a collaborative advantage 

for over 20 years. We’ve been on the forefront of the shift to the 

virtual workplace, and we know a thing or two about Ps, Qs and 

future-of-work faux pas. 

In this eBook, we’ll explore business etiquette tips for today’s 

workplace, where email is king, telecommuting has replaced the 

9-to-5 and face-to-face virtual meetings are the new handshake.
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The lack of page numbers on odd pages plus the layout in pdf is slightly confusing here - suggest page numbers on all pages.

Danielle Hayden
Introduction is on page 3. 

Danielle Hayden
Lowercase “And”: …and the Rest

Danielle Hayden
Remove period after Reply All

Danielle Hayden
Remove hyphen and Title case “REPLY-ALL”: Reply All

Danielle Hayden
change “virtual” to online: online meetings.

Danielle Hayden
Is PGi providing the collaborative advantage or does PGi provide help to companies employing collaborative advantage? Please clarify.

Danielle Hayden
Change “future-of-work” to modern: …and modern faux pas.

Danielle Hayden
Remove “face-to-face”



OVER 247 BILLION EMAILS ARE SENT EACH DAY.1

That’s right. Billion. With a B.

For all of our new-fangled communication techniques, 

from text messages to Snapchat®, email remains one of 

the primary drivers of business communication. With 

email commonplace in both our personal and 

professional lives, slipping into bad, informal email habits 

is easy. Young professionals entering the workforce have 

been using email all their lives, but never in a business 

context. This section is a quick refresher on email best 

practices for new and veteran workers alike.

To Whom it May Concern: 

EMBRACING EMAIL ETIOUETTE

subject    HEAR YE!! HEAR YE!!

anyone seen my purple “i’m not a miracle worker” mug???
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Danielle Hayden
Change “seen” to see: Anyone see my purple…  (It’s not technically wrong, but “seen” without “has” in front of “anyone” has a tacky flavor.) 

Danielle Hayden
newfangled is one word



when everything

is marked
“urgent”

NOTHING IS 
the “forward”
Be Mindful of 

NEVER TRUST THE RECIPIENT TO READ CLOSELY BEFORE FORWARDING.
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If every other email you send is an all-

caps fire drill, you’ll quickly become the 

“Employee Who Emailed Wolf.”

Use features like “Urgent” or “High Priority” 

sparingly. The only way those scary red 

exclamation marks have any weight is if 

they’re used few and far between.

When sending email at work, be wary 

of the fact that everything you send is a 

click or two away from being forwarded 

to the entire company. Even if you trust 

someone implicitly, don’t include office 

gossip, disparaging remarks or anything 

else you wouldn’t want someone to read.

Danielle Hayden
Add comma : “URGENT,”

Danielle Hayden
Remove “or two”

Danielle Hayden
Remove “used”



 Don’t
Over-Abbreviate

SMH:(DON’T ABUSE!)
USE

“CC”

Mike Nancy
MaryRick

Kenneth

Wilson

Leslie

Jim

Jeff

Carl
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Even in internal email exchanges with 

colleagues, never fall back on texting lingo.

No one wants to read “Can u w8 4  

me 4 lunch?” in an email. (And if you  

did, we would not wait for you.)

“CC”, the old-school “carbon copy” relic, is a powerful email 

tool. Use CC to: 

• Loop people into conversations;

• Keep your manager up-to-date on your progress on a task;

• Bring a heavy-hitter into the email thread; or

• Cover your behind in a delicate exchange.

Be mindful not to abuse your CC powers.  

You shouldn’t group email so much  

that you’re starting your own spam  

business. Include relevant people,  

but don’t blindly CC (email humor -  

get it?!) everyone all the time.

OMG! 
DID YOU SEE THAT?

UGH, WE  
MISSED IT!  
SMH! 

IDK! 
WHAT WAS IT?

Danielle Hayden
Many folks don’t even understand “carbon copy” these days - is it possible to add a pull-out box to explain this briefly in a fun way? For example: A carbon copy is made with a slip of paper with dry ink on it that automatically copies anything typed or written from one piece of paper above to another piece below. Include simple illustration. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_paper 

Danielle Hayden
Remove quotes on CC

Danielle Hayden
Rework: “CC”—the old-school “carbon copy” relic—is a powerful email tool. (Use m-dashes instead of commas to avoid weird quote interaction.)

Danielle Hayden
Rework sentence: You shouldn’t send so many group emails that it looks like you’re turning into a spambot.

Danielle Hayden
Make this hyphen a longer m-dash.

Danielle Hayden
Does everyone reading this know what SMH means? Worth it to add a little * (asterisk) and a simple explanation somewhere on the page? Even IDK could be confusing.

Danielle Hayden
Insert after did: (And if you did write that, we would not wait for you.)

Danielle Hayden
It looks like the centering of SMH:DON’T is slightly to the right over OVER-ABBREVIATE. 



“reply-all”
double checkit’s a signature

not a life story

All
About
Me

subject    RE: HEAR YE!! HEAR YE!!

Jackson Francke, Lyla James, Gregg Martin, Christina LeBlanc, Lyle Barnes,

Kyle Jones, Lanisha Fountain, Norman Wilkes, Shirah Lissette, Mia Christi...
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Sadly, in spite of all the horror stories,  

we still felt the need to include this one.  

Know the difference between reply and reply-all.  

Check and double-check before sending. 

There’s nothing like blasting your embarrassingly 

personal HR questions or snarky insults to  

the entire office to permanently ruin your 

professional reputation.

Your email signature is NOT a replacement 

for your LinkedIn profile. No one wants 

to read your entire professional history 

jammed at the bottom of every email you 

send. Yes, I know you’re proud of hitting 

125% quota for the last five years, but 

maybe don’t list each year individually. 

Danielle Hayden
Add hyphen: Double-Check 

(Double check is a tricky one: As a verb - as it is here - it is hyphenated and as a noun it is NOT hyphenated.)

Danielle Hayden
Remove hyphen: Reply All

Danielle Hayden
Add comma: SIGNATURE,

Danielle Hayden
Insert that: … hitting that 125% quota…

Danielle Hayden
Change “I” to we: Yes, we know you’re…

Danielle Hayden
Remove hyphen: reply all




74% OF ALL INTERNET USERS ARE USING
SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES.2

Sharing every move, every meal & every meme.

Thanks to our ability to increasingly bring our own devices 

and apps into the workplace, our social networking doesn’t 

stop from 9-to-5. Learning how to manage and leverage each 

social network individually and appropriately is an important 

part of etiquette in the modern workplace.

Let’s take a look at the so-called “Big 3” (Facebook®, 

Twitter® and LinkedIn®) and see how each network differs 

in their purpose – but more importantly, the etiquette 

“Do’s” and “Don’ts” on using them with colleagues.

Likes, Shares and Pokes:

SOCIAL MEDIA ETIOUETTE
poke me once, shame on you. poke me twice, you’re fired.
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Danielle Hayden
Make the percent full-size instead of superscript.

Danielle Hayden
Change “USING” to “ON”

Danielle Hayden
Can’t tell if this is longer than regular hyphen. Should be m-dashier.

Danielle Hayden
Is it the font style that’s making the 3 descend? Suggest different, bolder font to give it more weight for just that text: “Big 3”

Danielle Hayden
Rework this graph, but please keep Registered symbols as-is: 

Let’s take a look at the so-called “Big 3” — Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn — to see how each network’s purpose differs, but more importantly to understand the “Do’s and Don’ts” of using them with colleagues.

Danielle Hayden
can’t read p. number.




TWITTERLINKEDIN
Nothing personal

but please KEEP IT PROFESSIONAL 140 characters.
Make ‘em count.

remember, requesting an 
introduction is asking someone 
else to stick their neck out for 
you. if they turn you down, 
respect their decision.
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LinkedIn, unsurprisingly, is the most professional social space out 

there today. It’s where professionals go to network, job seekers and 

recruiters hunt down one another and, increasingly, where companies 

market to their customers and to one another. 

WHEN ON LINKEDIN:
DO: 

• Connect with colleagues to build your network (and help put  

faces to names.)

• Share articles and content that is relevant to your industry and role.

• Leverage your network to request introductions to further your career.

DON’T: 

• Share viral, chain-letter style content that is irrelevant to your  

work or field.

• Repeatedly harass your connections for introductions to prospects 

or recruiters.

• Post nothing but self- or company-promoting spam to  

your connections.

Twitter is the “business casual” of social networks. Less professional 

than LinkedIn but potentially more formal than Facebook, Twitter is 

a great place for your work and professional lives to collide. Retweet 

that funny goat video from YouTube™ right after the analyst webinar 

on your industry.

WHEN ON TWITTER:
DO:

• Follow your colleagues and respectfully engage as you see fit.

• Mesh your personal and professional identities.

• Engage with content that interests you through retweets (RT)  

and favorites.

DON’T:

• Inundate your followers with too many tweets or RT.

• Abuse the direct message (DM) to spam followers for prospecting, 

introductions, etc.

• Tweet negatively about your workplace or coworkers.

Danielle Hayden
Change professional to personal

Danielle Hayden
Make ’Em Count apostrophe should face the other way to reflect that the “TH” were cut. 



THE REST
FACEBOOK and
Too cozy with your coworkers?

“…but you didn’t
hear that from me.”

“can you believe…”“omg! did you see…”

Instagram

Pinterest

Vine

Google+

YouTube

Path

Snapchat
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At last, we’ve come to the trickiest of the bunch. Facebook, in practice, can 

easily be the least professional social network and thus the most complicated to 

manage from an etiquette perspective.

Some people view Facebook as their last bastion of protection from workplace 

encroachment, and might not respond well to unsolicited friend invites.

WHEN ON FACEBOOK:
DO: 

• Friend coworkers after working together long enough to know whether 

they’d be comfortable.

• Take the time to understand and set your privacy settings.

• Feel okay ignoring or rejecting requests if you’re uncomfortable blurring 

your work and personal lives.

DON’T: 

• Friend every single person you work with.

• Vent about work if coworkers are listening (or have visibility into everything 

you share).

• Poke anyone. Ever. (Pokes are so 2005.)

There are dozens if not hundreds of other 

social platforms on the Internet today. And 

the fact of the matter is this: there’s no 

silver bullet answer on engaging with your 

coworkers via social. Each platform has its 

own unique rules and social mores that 

you’ll need to learn and understand before 

adding your boss or direct reports.

Danielle Hayden
Change “on” to for: … no silver bullet answer for engaging with…

Danielle Hayden
add networks after “social”: coworkers via social networks.



Who Just Joined?  

CONFERENCE CALL &
ONLINE MEETINGS ETIOUETTE

“okay, so it’s pam, rick and melissa on the line. wait, scratch that. 
pete, renee and milton? who’s on the line again? Hello?”

HOW TO ORGANIZE GREAT 
CONFERENCE CALLS & ONLINE MEETINGS
In three simple steps. (Really.)

Conference call and web conference slipups are so 

embedded into our collective psyche that someone made a 

successful viral video out of them. (That’s when you know 

you’ve made it.)

Having an effective virtual meeting isn’t magic, but simply 

the result of proper planning. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYu_bGbZiiQ


surroundings
know your

ARE YOU IN A 
QUIET PLACE?

CONFERENCE
CALL TIME!

MASTER YOUR
MUTE BUTTON!

CAN YOU GET
TO ONE?

NO

NO

YES

YES

ARE YOU SURE?

WELL, MOSTLY...

sam continued to struggle with the
company’s new conference call system.
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Question: Would you invite your coworkers into your home for an in-

person meeting, with Fido yapping away in the corner or your toddler 

screaming bloody murder?

Why, then, is this seemingly an acceptable practice on every single 

virtual meeting we attend?

As an attendee or host, you must know your surroundings and adapt 

your behavior accordingly with two simple steps:

• 1) Get to a quiet place. If you’re meeting outside of the office, get to 

your home office or away from background noise if at all possible.

• If 1) is impossible, 2) Master your mute button! If you know you’re 

bringing unavoidable noise into the conference call, stay muted until 

you need to speak. Minimize the disruption as much as you can.

IT’S THAT SIMPLE —SO SIMPLE THAT WE MADE A FLOWCHART!  
(Everything’s better with flowcharts!)

Danielle Hayden
Replace “1)” with that: If that is impossible, 2) Master your….

Danielle Hayden
Change to: IT’S THAT SIMPLE; SO SIMPLE WE MADE A FLOW CHART!



ATTENDEES
know your

TECHNOLOGY
know your
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The next step to ensuring a smooth experience is knowing who exactly is in 

the meeting.  When it comes to your attendees, remember the Three Ns:

NUMBERS
The number of attendees in your meeting has a dramatic effect on 

how the call needs to be structured. If you’re dealing with dozens or 

hundreds of guests, a live Q&A session can be cumbersome to manage 

and better handled in a webinar—or via email or corporate intranet.

NAMES
One of the primary difficulties in an audio-only meeting is trying to 

figure out just who exactly is talking. Include all of your attendees’ names 

in the body of your email invite, and politely request that everyone opens 

their comments with “This is [name]” to avoid confusion. Or opt for a 

web conference with visual cues to show who’s talking.

NEEDS
As the host, it’s up to you to be as accommodating as possible for the needs 

of your guests, which includes being mindful of schedules. Adhere to a set 

agenda and timeframe and provide multiple dial-in and access methods for 

mobile and remote attendees (more on that in a second).

Consider the following tech tips before hosting your next conference call:

Does your call require passcodes, or will the conference dial out to 
your guests? 

If your call requires codes, make sure they’re clearly visible in the email 

invite in the “location” field and the email body itself. 

Are there mobile options? 

Make your conference call even more effortless by choosing a solution 

with mobile apps for smartphones and tablets. Apps like iMeet® 

and GlobalMeet® offer a variety of features, from one-touch audio 

connection to live webcam video.

Do you have a headset? 

Regardless of whether you’re connecting via traditional phone line or 

on a mobile device or laptop through VoIP audio, headsets are essential 

to drowning out background noise and making sure that your audio is 

crystal clear. If you don’t have one, get one!

Do you know how to adjust volume and mute yourself and/or others? 

This is a huge one: You have to know how to adjust your volume and 

mute yourself or any noisy guests, preferably before the meeting starts 

in earnest. If you get caught in a noisy area (refer back to our flowchart 

above), you don’t want to be fumbling with your headset or phone app 

trying to figure out where the mute button is. 

Can’t get enough conference call etiquette? There’s a SlideShare® for that

http://www.pgi.com/products/
http://www.pgi.com/imeet
http://www.pgi.com/globalmeet
http://www.slideshare.net/PGi/11-business-etiquette-tips-for-awesome-conference-calls-pgb
Danielle Hayden
Remove “corporate” and change m-dash to comma: … in a webinar, or via email or intranet.

Danielle Hayden
Remove “just”

Danielle Hayden
Change “for” to “to”: … accommodating as possible to the needs….

Danielle Hayden
Add “a” before traditional: a traditional phone line…

Danielle Hayden
Remove “above”

Danielle Hayden
Replace “to figure out where the mute button is” with: 

trying to find the mute button.

Danielle Hayden
Add a period to the end of the sentence (as part of the link or not.)



steve’s frequent lack of availability often
led to extreme coworker reactions.Where the Heck is Steve? 

TELECOMMUTING ETIOUETTE

TELECOMMUTING, FLEXIBLE WORK
& REMOTE WORK ARE ON THE RISE.3

And there’s no bottling it back up.

Based on a PGi survey of nearly 1,000 knowledge workers in 2014:

• 80% of respondents say they have the option to telecommute.

• 70% of those do telecommute.

• 38% said they’d give up perks like snacks and free parking for  
 the ability to telecommute.

• 82% see improvement in their stress level.

• 80% see improvement in morale.

• 70% see improvement in productivity.
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Danielle Hayden
Change “COWORKER” to “COLLEAGUE”

Danielle Hayden
Can’t read p. number.

Danielle Hayden
Change to: “And there’s no bottling that genie back up.”



Communicate

getting a hold of steve was easy—if you had gps.
26

HERE ARE SOME KEY EXAMPLES OF HOW TO BETTER COMMUNICATE  
WHEN TELECOMMUTING:
• Send a weekly email to your manager, direct reports or team 

members updating them on what you’re working on, and asking any 

questions you may have about their workloads.

• Host regular virtual meetings with team members for face-to-face 

time with them on webcam, even if the only point of the meeting is to 

talk about what you did last weekend.

• Diligently send updates about your availability. If you’re going to be 

only reachable by email because of a mid-afternoon errand, it’s up to 

you to let everyone know ahead of time.

Those are just three examples of a myriad of tips and tricks that will 

make your telecommuting endeavor a success, and help to combat the 

“Where the heck is Steve?” question that telecommuting doubters will 

throw your way. 

(I realize that the majority of you probably aren’t named Steve, but here’s 

hoping that I just blew someone’s mind.)

The work-life benefits of telecommuting are plain to see, and the 

technology that empowers easy collaboration and connection from 

anywhere has become too ubiquitous for organizations (and their 

employees) to ignore.

The telecommuting experience—and subsequent etiquette rules—is 

incredibly different than traditional office ecosystems:

• Your manager (and coworkers) don’t see you as often. 

• Your work may not be as visible, particularly if you’re working on 

solo projects. 

• Building workplace and team rapport is even more complicated, 

but vital to work-life happiness and loyalty.

Thankfully, we can keep this one simple: we can boil every  single 

telecommuting etiquette tip down to a single word.

Being a successful telecommuter is all about being a successful 

communicator. You must proactively communicate project 

status, planned meetings and your overall availability and how 

you can be reached.

Danielle Hayden
Insert “balance” after work-life: The work-life balance benefits of ….

Danielle Hayden
Add spaces around both m-dashes.

Danielle Hayden
Remove “rules”

Danielle Hayden
Change “than” to “from”

Danielle Hayden
Change “coworkers” to “colleagues”

Danielle Hayden
Make status plural: “statuses”

Danielle Hayden
Add spaces around m-dash

Danielle Hayden
Remove hyphen: midafternoon

Danielle Hayden
Change to: …three examples of the myriad tips and tricks that will make….

(Myriad means countless.)

Danielle Hayden
Change “I” to “We” and 

Danielle Hayden
Change “I” to “we”

Danielle Hayden
Change “manager” to “managers” (for agreement with don’t)
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While our workstyles may have changed, the need for professionalism 

and courtesy in the workplace is more important than ever before. 

We hope you enjoyed these business etiquette tips, tricks and best 

practices. Did we miss something important? We want to hear about 

it - reach out to us on Twitter @PGi and share your own etiquette pet 

peeves, faux pas and gaffes!

Follow PGi

TWITTER twitter.com/pgi

LINKEDIN linkedin.com/company/pgi_4863

FACEBOOK facebook.com/PgiFans

GOOGLE+ plus.google.com/+PgiFans/

About PGi

PGi has been a leading global provider of collaboration software and 

services for over 20 years. PGi’s cloud-based software applications 

empower business users to connect, collaborate and share ideas and 

information from their desktop, tablet or smartphone, enabling greater 

productivity in the office or on the go. PGi has a global presence in 25 

countries, and its award-winning solutions provide a collaborative 

advantage to over 45,000 enterprise customers, including 75% of the 

Fortune 100™. In the last five years, PGi has hosted more than 1.1 billion 

people from 137 countries in over 250 million virtual meetings. For more 

information, visit PGi at pgi.com. 
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Disclaimer

PGi makes no representation or warranties in respect to the accuracy or 

completeness of this eBook. PGi specifically disclaims any and all express or implied 

warranties, including without limitation, warranties of merchantability, non-

infringement, or fitness for any particular purpose relating to the contents of this 

eBook. PGi shall in no event be liable for any loss of profits or any other commercial 

damages, including but not limited to special, indirect, consequential, or other 

damages relating to the contents of this eBook or any reliance on the contents of this 

eBook or any reliance on the contents of this eBook.

Links to Other Web Sites

There may, from time to time, be links on a Site which allow you to visit other Web 

sites which are not maintained by us. We are not responsible or liable for the content 

of those third party sites and make no representations concerning the information 

provided or made available on such sites nor the quality or acceptability of the 

products or services offered through any such sites. Links provided by us to such 

Web sites are provided solely for your convenience and do not imply endorsement, 

sponsorship or recommendation by us of these other sites. ©Premiere Global 

Services, Inc. and/or its affiliates| PGi. All trademarks of third parties referred to in 

this eBook are the property of their respective owners.
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